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VFF SUNRAYSIA HORT. BRANCH 
SUBMISSION TO THE ACCC INQUIRY INTO WATER TRADING RULES 

 
 
For the last several years, in the context of increasing pressure on the water resource, the branch 
has closely monitored developments with respect to both water security and the water outlook. A 
main focus has been on how developments related to these factors have impacted on regional 
irrigators of permanent horticulture in the context of the general ongoing deterioration in the terms 
of trade facing irrigators. Additionally, there has been recognition of particular impacts on 
irrigators within the Victorian pumped districts. 
Following on from these efforts, the branch affirms its right to independently determine water 
policy issues if and as necessary and to advocate independently with respect to such issues. 
The branch has determined that it is in the interests of irrigators that it should submit its own 
submission to this inquiry, and notes that some views put forward in the submission may differ from 
those put forward in the submission by the Victorian Farmer’s Federation.  
 
Overview of Notable Developments. The branch has noted - 
          A. THE DETERIORATION OF THE WATER SECURITY OF VICTORIAN IRRIGATORS.  
  The Murray Darling Basin resource has been in decline for 14 years, in still in decline, and the 
outlook for the resource is poor. (CSIRO Sustainable Yields Study.). 
 
In addition to the physical decline of the resource, there has been pressure impacting downwards on 
allocations available to irrigators and ongoing upward pressure on the temporary water market 
resulting from  
i) over allocation and,  
ii) the extensive extra plantings of over 30,000 HA of permanent horticulture in Northwest Victoria, 
requiring 300GL annually, over the past decade. These extra plantings are due primarily to the 
combination of enhanced water trading and the activities of Managed Investment Schemes. 
 
          B. THE CATASTROPHIC DECLINE IN THE TERMS OF TRADE FACED BY THE 
MAJORITY OF IRRIGATORS IN THE SUNRAYSIA PUMPED DISTRICTS, ESPECIALLY 
WINE GRAPE GROWERS AND DRIED FRUIT GROWERS. 
               
Given the especial impact the above factors have had and continue to have on the viability of  
permanent plantings in the Sunraysia, the branch has reviewed and subsequently withdrawn its’ 
previous policy of support for the retention of the 4% cap with respect to the Victorian Sunraysia 
pumped districts of Robinvale, Merbein, Red Cliffs and First Mildura Irrigation District. 
 
Reasons: 
              1) The factors mentioned in points A) and B) above have combined to make irrigated 
horticulture increasingly uneconomic for many local growers. Many wine grape growers for instance 
have lost or are losing their contracts and are growing fruit for well under the cost of production. Many 
are owed money by wineries, some of which have failed. Dried fruit has undergone a significant 
downturn also and many growers have been forced out. Increasing imports of food and Australia’s 



ongoing enforcement of Free Trade Unilateralism in a corrupt world market place is depriving 
irrigators of economic opportunity and slashing returns.  
 
              2) Water allocations over the past three seasons have been a fraction of entitlement forcing 
many growers to buy water on an ongoing basis in the temporary market at prices of up to $1100 per 
mega litre. Growers have had to borrow money, and or, deplete reserves, in order to buy temporary 
water in competition with tax payer subsidised MIS, and their ability to keep farming has been 
additionally compromised as a result. 
 The branch emphasises the imperative for growers of permanent plantings and other high value 
horticulture to enter the water market and buy water when the allocation outlook is poor in order to 
preserve their plantings and the capital investment in their enterprises of $15,000 t0 $30,000 per mega 
litre of entitlement.  
 
Sunraysia pumped district irrigators in particular have relatively high fixed charges per mega litre of 
entitlement, and with the lowering of the trigger point for fixed charge rebates from 50% to 30% of 
allocation by November one growers now face paying substantial per mega litre charges for non-
delivered water on an ongoing basis.  
 
             3) The ongoing deterioration in the terms of trade facing irrigators has meant that their 
properties in most cases no longer have significant real market value as going concerns, and that the 
growing numbers of irrigators being forced to exit farming are reliant on realising the value of their 
water entitlements. The current cap is discriminatory and deprives an increasing number of irrigators 
of the chance to sell their only remaining significantly valuable asset, their water, for a reasonable 
price outside the district to the Commonwealth or other buyers.  
 
Growers who miss the cap are being forced to sell entitlement inside the district at a significant 
discount, or to retain their entitlement and suffer exposure to the substantial fixed charges levied 
annually by Lower Murray Water. Significant numbers of growers have had their tender of water to 
the Commonwealth environmental buybacks accepted but cannot proceed with the deal because of the 
cap. These irrigators now face a significant financial penalty of around $700 per Meg of entitlement 
and are confronting the prospect of having their only realisable capital asset progressively depleted, 
especially if government buy back programs are scaled back, stopped, or confined to tenders from 
outside irrigation districts such as Sunraysia which have reached the cap  
               
            4) The primary justification for retention of the cap is that it keeps water in districts and is 
therefore necessary to maintain the viability of irrigation schemes, and to sustain local economies and 
physical amenity. That argument is no longer compelling in the case of Sunraysia because it 
discriminates against and severely penalises a specific class of individual, namely irrigators who wish 
to sell a capital asset to exit farming or raise capital to enhance their water asset portfolio, but cannot 
do so because they are prevented from selling their entitlement advantageously by the arbitrary 
operation of an artificial barrier to trade.  
 
Effectively, irrigators looking to exit or to realise capital in order to alter their water asset mix are 
being forced to retain their entitlement and are being exposed to low allocations in conjunction with 
high fixed annual charges. They are unfairly and with great hardship subsidising both the retention of 
water within the state of Victoria and within the district and the operating costs of LMW.  
Additionally, Sunraysia is attempting to reshape its future with a broader based economy with the 
encouragement of mining, refining, gambling and tourism, and alternative energies. Artificial and 
discriminatory barriers on the economic activity of a particular group, pumped district irrigators, will 
continue to impede and distort this process and continue to disadvantage these irrigators.  
 
Equitable considerations demand that monies to be reimbursed to LMW for the loss of pumping 
revenue, and the costs of retaining water in Sunraysia should be borne by the community as a whole 
who receive the benefit, not individual irrigators on an ad hoc basis. The state has embraced water 
trading; it is inequitable that particular individuals should be disadvantaged with severe financial 
hardship to prevent undesired economic or social outcomes from occurring because trade in permanent 
water is perceived by the state to be too rapid 
 



The branch notes that although previously the 4% cap was never reached in Sunraysia, the cap will be 
reached on July one into the foreseeable future. A ballot system is being adopted, so the present 
situation of discrimination will continue.  
Given these factors, the branch recommends that  
i) the cap be removed with respect to the Victorian Sunraysia pumped districts 
ii) all current transactions by Sunraysia pumped district irrigators with respect to the transfer of water 
to the Commonwealth or to other buyers outside these districts be allowed to proceed without being 
prevented by operation of the cap. 
iii) as the exit fees currently levied on pumped district irrigators are excessive and onerous, they 
should be abolished or be paid by the state. 
 
THE BRANCH NOTES:- that it does not seek to impose its recommendations on other irrigation 
districts which may have differing structural and economic circumstances. 
 
THE BRANCH ALSO NOTES:- that irrigators in other districts may have the ability to realise the 
value of low security entitlement, and that the VFF is recommending that sales of this asset be exempt 
from the cap. Sunraysia irrigators constitute a special class of irrigator in that they do not have this 
option to fall back on to alleviate their economic circumstances. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
John Piccirillo 
Interim President, 
VFF Sunraysia Branch. 
 


